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Abstract
1. Of the several approaches that are used to analyse functional trait–environment
relationships, the most popular is community-weighted mean regressions (CWMr)
in which species trait values are averaged at the site level and then regressed
against environmental variables. Other approaches include model-based methods
and weighted correlations of different metrics of trait–environment associations,
the best known of which is the fourth-corner correlation method.
2. We investigated these three general statistical approaches for trait–environment
associations: CWMr, five weighted correlation metrics (Peres-Neto, Dray, & ter
Braak, Ecography, 40, 806–816, 2017), and two multilevel models (MLM) using
four different methods for computing p-values. We first compared the methods
applied to a plant community dataset. To determine the validity of the statistical
conclusions, we then performed a simulation study.
3. CWMr gave highly significant associations for both traits, whereas the other
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methods gave a mix of support. CWMr had inflated type I errors for some simulation scenarios, implying that the significant results for the data could be spurious.
The weighted correlation methods had generally good type I error control but had
low power. One of the multilevel models, that from Jamil, Ozinga, Kleyer, and ter
Braak (Journal of Vegetation Science, 24, 988–1000, 2013) had both good type I
error control and high power when an appropriate method was used to obtain pvalues. In particular, if there was no correlation among species in their abundances
among sites, a parametric bootstrap likelihood ratio test (LRT) gave the best
power. When there was correlation among species in their abundances, a conditional parametric LRT had correct type I errors but had lower power.
4. There is no overall best method for identifying trait–environment associations. For the
simple task of testing associations between single environmental variables and single
traits, the weighted correlations with permutation tests all had good type I error control, and their ease of implementation is an advantage. For the more complex task of
multivariate analyses and model fitting, and when high statistical power is needed, we
recommend MLM2 (Jamil et al., 2013). However, care must be taken to ensure against
inflated type I errors for both weighted correlations and MLM2. Because CWMr exhibited highly inflated type I error rates, it should always be avoided.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

Different weightings of traits and environmental variables lead to
different measures of trait–environment relationships; we will refer

Analysing plant functional traits is an increasingly popular approach

to them here collectively as weighted correlation methods. For ex-

for understanding plant community assembly (Cornwell & Ackerly,

ample, community-weighted mean correlations (CWMc) can be per-

2015; Funk et al., 2017). Functional traits are relatively easy-to-

formed by computing the correlation between mean trait values in a

measure characteristics of plants representing key life-history pro-

site weighted by species densities and the environmental variables

cesses that are difficult to measure directly (Lavorel & Garnier, 2002;

at the site; statistical tests under the null hypotheses that either

Reich, 2014). Functional traits may elucidate mechanisms by which

traits or environmental variables do not affect community compo-

community composition responds to environmental gradients and

sition can be performed by permuting either species among sites

thus provide inference beyond species-focused investigations of

or sites among species. Peres-Neto et al. (2017) show the mathe-

community assembly processes (Funk et al., 2017; Lavorel & Garnier,

matical relationships among three different weighted correlation

2002). However, testing how community-level functional traits vary

metrics: CWMc, species niche centroids (SNCc; Cavender-Bares,

in response to ecological gradients poses a statistical challenge,

Kitajima, & Bazzaz, 2004), and fourth-corner correlations (FCCc;

because environmental gradients are measured at the site (or plot)

Dray & Legendre, 2008). They also compare the weighted correla-

level, whereas functional traits are measured at the species level.

tion methods, concluding that the fourth-corner method has greater

This means that values of functional traits for many species must

precision and statistical power than the others. To avoid type I er-

be integrated and compared to single environmental variable values.

rors, Peres-Neto et al. (2017) follow ter Braak, Cormont, and Dray

Several statistical approaches to this challenge have been developed,

(2012) and perform two permutation tests (species-based and sites-

but there has been no comprehensive analysis of the qualitatively

based), with the overall test based on the larger of the two resulting

different methods to compare their statistical strengths and weak-

p-values. Because this approach uses the least powerful permuta-

nesses. In particular, methods should be compared for standard sta-

tion test, it might be expected to have low overall power.

tistical properties such as type I error control and statistical power.
One of the most common approaches for analysing trait–envi-

A third approach to analysing trait–environment associations
uses statistical multilevel models (MLMs) that attempt to describe

ronment relationships uses the community-weighted mean (Lavorel

the full structure of the data (Brown et al., 2014; Cormont, Vos, Van

et al., 2008; Ricotta & Moretti, 2011), which is the average of trait

Turnhout, Foppen, & ter Braak, 2011; Jamil, Ozinga, Kleyer, and

values for plants at each site weighted by species abundance. The

ter Braak, 2013; Pollock, Morris, & Vesk, 2012; Warton, Shipley, &

community-weighted mean is then regressed upon environmen-

Hastie, 2015). For MLMs, the occurrence or abundance of each of

tal variables among sites; thus, we will call this approach CWMr. A

n species in each of m sites is used as the response variable. Each

recent “trait-based ecology” review highlights the common use of

species-site combination is assigned a species-level trait and a site-

the CWMr (Funk et al., 2017). Indeed, we found 306 papers in the

level environmental variable. The test for the association between

peer-reviewed literature (Web of Knowledge, 25 October 2018, pa-

functional traits and environmental gradients involves the trait-by-

pers that contain the term “community-weighted mean*” as topics).

environment interaction coefficient. Because the n × m species-site

One appeal of CWMr is that trait–environment relationships can be

data points are not independent (because species occur at multiple

analysed using simple regression. However, CWMr reduces a large

sites), the MLMs include effects for species and/or site to allow spe-

amount of data to a single trait value at each site, which raises con-

cies to have unique responses to the environmental gradients. Thus,

cerns because multiple sites contain the same species (ter Braak,

unlike CWMr, MLMs explicitly account for some types of noninde-

Peres-Neto, & Dray, 2017). Therefore, CWMr values for different

pendence of data among sites. Models can be constructed to include

sites along the gradient are not independent, and the loss of species-

different possible patterns in the data. For example, it is possible to

level information makes it impossible to account for this noninde-

include an effect of a trait (such as fecundity) on the overall abun-

pendence in statistical analyses. Typical CWMr analyses ignore this

dance of a species even if the trait does not affect a species response

nonindependence, which can cause problems with type I error con-

to the environmental variables. Similarly, a model could include an

trol (Ives & Zhu, 2011).

environmental variable (such as water availability) that affects the

A second approach involves computing correlations between

number and abundance of species in a site. The greater detail that

traits and environmental variables weighted by the abundances of

can be built into statistical tests should give greater statistical power

species within sites, and testing the significance of these correla-

to detect trait–environment associations. Nonetheless, standard

tions using permutation tests (Peres-Neto, Dray, & ter Braak, 2017).

statistical approaches for hypothesis testing, while accounting for
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For the example analysis, we chose one functional trait, leaf

ally do not account for more-complex correlation structures (Brown

carbon-to-nitrogen ratio (C:N), and one environmental variable,

et al., 2014). For example, phylogenetically related species may be

Whittaker’s topographic moisture gradient (TMG). The C:N ratio is

more likely to occur in the site due to factors that are not explained

often considered a surrogate of competitive ability; plants with lower

by the trait values under investigation, and this can lead to inflated

C:N may grow faster but have lower stress tolerance (Cornelissen

type I errors (Li & Ives, 2017).

et al., 2003; Poorter & Bongers, 2006). The topographic moisture

In this study, we compare the performance of three general

gradient ranks each site on a scale from 1 to 10, where sites on

approaches to analysing trait–environment relationships: CWMr,

more mesic, north-facing slopes receive lower numbers, and sites

weighted correlations, and model-based methods. We consider

on warmer, south-facing slopes receive higher numbers. We used a

five weighted correlations compared by Peres-Neto et al. (2017):

standardized version of the topographic moisture gradient following

community-weighted

community-

Damschen et al. (2010). Ecologically, we expected that leaf C:N ra-

weighted means (wCWMc), unweighted and weighted species

tios to have a greater effect on species abundances in sites with high

niche centroids (SNCc and wSNCc), and the Chessel fourth-corner

TMG scores, that is, in drier and warmer sites, leading to a positive

(FCCc) correlations. Note that CWMr and CWMc differ, because

trait–environment association.

means

(CWMc),

weighted

CWMr performs statistical tests using regression, whereas CWMc
uses permutation tests. For model-based methods, we include two
MLMs: MLM1 that was proposed by Pollock et al. (2012), and MLM2
that includes a fixed effect for traits (Jamil et al., 2013). For infer-

2.2 | Community-weighted mean regression
(CWMr)

ence from the MLMs, we use standard Wald tests, two parametric

We calculated the community-weighted means for C:N at each site

bootstrap Likelihood Ratio Tests, and the GLM approach of Brown

by multiplying C:N values for the species that occur at the site by

et al. (2014). We first apply each method to a plant community data-

their abundances in that site, adding these values, and then divid-

set, and then use a simulation study to investigate type I errors and

ing by the sum of species abundance values (Lavorel et al., 2008).

statistical power. In the simulation study, we assume that there are

Community-weighted means were then regressed against the envi-

no species-species correlations, or site-site correlations, in the re-

ronmental variable (TMG) for each site.

sidual errors. To investigate the possible effects of species-species
and site-site correlations, we perform a randomization study that
is designed to maintain the species-species or site-site correlations
in the plant community dataset. Our overall goal is to assess which

2.3 | Weighted correlation methods (CWMc,
wCWMc, SNCc, wSNCc, FCCc)

methods provide statistically robust and powerful tests of trait–en-

Peres-Neto et al. (2017) give an excellent summary of weighted

vironment associations.

correlation metrics, and we give a brief summary in Supporting
Information Appendix S1. Significance tests for the relationship

2 | M ATE R I A L S A N D M E TH O DS
2.1 | Dataset

between trait and environment values were performed using permutation tests following ter Braak et al. (2012). Two permutations
were performed, giving two p-values. The first permutes trait values among species, thereby testing the hypothesis that the corre-

To test the ability of the different methods to find trait–environment

lation (measured by CWMc, wCWMc, SNCc, wSNCc, or FCCc) is

associations, we used data from a revisit to the low-elevation, non-

independent of the distribution of traits among species. The second

serpentine of Robert Whittaker’s historical plant community study

permutes environment values among sites, thereby testing the hy-

sites in the Siskiyou Mountains of Southwest Oregon (Damschen,

pothesis that the correlation is independent of the environmental

Harrison, & Grace, 2010; Whittaker, 1960). Vegetation consisted pri-

gradient. Relying on either one of these tests alone leads to inflated

marily of forest dominated by Douglas fir Pseudotsuga menziesii, with

type I errors (false positives), and therefore ter Braak et al. (2012)

an assortment of conifer and evergreen hardwood trees and a di-

recommend computing both p-values and selecting the larger of the

verse herbaceous understorey. Community surveys were conducted

two. Thus, a significant correlation is only identified if the correlation

in the summer of 2007 following Whittaker’s original sampling

depends significantly on both the distribution of trait values among

methods (Damschen et al., 2010; Whittaker, 1960). Whittaker chose

species and the distribution of environment values among sites. We

sites to represent the full range of topography, with sites distributed

performed the weighted correlation analyses using the R code pro-

across each of ten topographic moisture levels. A single 0.1 ha study

vided in Peres-Neto et al. (2017).

plot was established at each study site, and 25 1 × 1-m quadrats
were established along a 50-m transect running down the centre of
each plot. Species abundances were calculated from the number of
100 quadrat corners each species intercepted. For our analyses, we

2.4 | Multilevel model approaches (MLM1, MLM2)
We used two multilevel models. MLM1 was proposed by Pollock

included only plants that intercepted at least one quadrat corner so

et al. (2012) which we formulated for binomial data, with the abun-

that all plants had an abundance ranking.

dance of each species taking a value from 0 to 100 in each site.

|
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MLM1 is a logit-normal binomial generalized linear mixed model

leading to loss of statistical power (see Section 3). Therefore, we also

(GLMM) with the form

calculated p-values using a parametric bootstrap likelihood ratio test

Yi = binomial(100, p)

(LRT) in which the distribution of the log likelihood ratio (LLR) is ap-

logit(p) = 𝛼 + aspp[i] + 𝛽12 envsite[i] × traitspp[i] + (𝛽1 + cspp[i] )envsite[i] + ei
(1)

a, c ∼ Gaussian(0, 𝜎a2 , 𝜎c2 , 𝜌ac )
e∼

Gaussian(0, 𝜎e2 )

proximated using a parametric bootstrap rather than the standard chi-
square approximation. Here, we use the term “parametric bootstrap”
to refer to analyses in which simulated datasets are fit using the same
model that was used for the simulations; this procedure is a parametric

Here, Y i (Y i = 0, …, 100) is the observed abundance for each

bootstrap, as opposed to a nonparametric bootstrap, because datasets

of the i = n × m species-s ite data rows. Following the conven-

are constructed by simulations under the parametric assumptions of

tion of multilevel models (Gelman & Hill, 2007), the functions

the model, rather than by resampling residuals.

spp[i] and site[i] map row i onto the corresponding species and

For the parametric bootstrap LRT, we performed the following

sites, so that trait spp[i] gives the trait (C:N) of the species in row

steps (Ives, 2018): (a) fit the reduced model under the null hypoth-

i, and env site[i] gives the TMG score. The fixed effect α gives

esis (β12 = 0); (b) simulate 2,000 datasets under the null hypothesis;

the overall average abundance of species among sites, and the
fixed effect β 1 gives the mean response of species to the environmental gradient. Random effect a spp[i] allows different species to have different overall abundance, and random effect

(c) for each simulated dataset refit the full model (including β12) and
reduced model (with β12 = 0) to calculate the LLR; and (iv) use the
resulting distribution of 2,000 LLRs as the distribution of test statistic under the null hypothesis. The p-value is given by the fraction of

c spp[i] allows different species to have different responses to

bootstrapped values of LLR that exceed the observed value from the

the TMG; a spp[i] and c spp[i] have means zero and variances 𝜎a2 and

data. These parametric bootstraps can be performed by simulating

𝜎c2, with ρ ac denoting the correlation between them. Random

values for the random effects, which treats species as independent;

effect e i gives observation-l evel variance 𝜎e2 which accounts for

we refer to this as MLM2(boot). We also performed a parametric

greater-t han-b inomial variance in the observations; this term

bootstrap, MLM(boot.sp), in which the values for the random effects

is generally required in GLMMs for discrete distributions such

aspp[i] and cspp[i] were fixed at their conditional expectations from the

as the binomial distribution (except in the case of only two
outcomes, 0 and 1) and the Poisson distribution to allow for
overdispersion (Harrison, 2014). The trait–environment association is given by the fixed effect β 12 , and this is the target of
statistical testing.

fitted model. This is heuristically like treating aspp[i] and cspp[i] as if they
were fixed-effect coefficients, so that each species has a factor that
determines its overall abundance (aspp[i]) and each species has a fixed
slope in abundance against the environmental variable (cspp[i]). Thus,
MLM2(boot.sp) preserves any correlations among species in their rel-

MLM2 is similar to MLM1 but follows Jamil et al. (2013) by including an additional fixed effect β2 for traits on mean species abundance and an additional random effect for site:

ative abundances (aspp[i]) and responses to the environmental variable
(cspp[i]). This approach attempts to overcome the general problem identified by Li and Ives (2017) for the specific case of phylogenetic correlations; they showed that phylogenetic correlations among species

logit(p) = 𝛼 + aspp[i] + bsite[i] + 𝛽12 envsite[i] × traitspp[i]
+(𝛽1 + cspp[i] )envsite[i] + 𝛽2 traitspp[i] + ei

(2)

b ∼ Gaussian(0, 𝜎b2 )

contained within aspp[i] or cspp[i] (i.e., related species showing similar
environmental responses that are not explained by their trait values)
will cause inflated type 1 errors if not properly accounted for. Because

These additional terms in MLM2 force less of the variation
in species abundance onto the trait-by-e nvironment interaction

MLM2 in general performed better than MLM1, we only performed
parametric bootstrap LRTs for MLM2.

term β12 compared to MLM1. Specifically, the additional fixed ef-

We used a second method in addition to MLM2(boot.sp) that

fect β 2 allows traits to affect species abundances without doing

accommodates correlated responses among species. Brown

so through the interaction with the specific environmental gra-

et al. (2014) use a GLM to fit a model equivalent to MLM2 but

dient considered in the equation. The random effect b allows

treating all random effects as fixed effects, and then performed

sites to differ in mean species abundance independently from

statistical tests by resampling the residuals in such a way that

the environmental gradient. Both MLM1 and MLM2 can be fit as

the correlations between species are preserved. We performed

univariate models (one trait and one environmental variable in a

this analysis using the anova.traitglm function with PIT-t rap

model) or multivariate models (one or more traits or environmen-

resampling (Warton, Thibaut, & Wang, 2017) in the R statisti-

tal variables). Here we only present univariate analyses, because

cal package

the weighted correlation methods are restricted to the univariate

MLM2(glm).

mvabund

(Warton et al., 2015). We refer to this as

case.
The models were fit using glmer in the R package

lme4

(Bates,

Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). For testing the hypothesis that
β12 = 0, we used the approximate p-values from asymptotic Wald tests

2.5 | Power simulations
We performed a simulation study to test the statistical power of the

given by lme4; we refer to these tests as MLM1(Wal d) and MLM2(Wal d).

different methods. Our goal was to use simulations modelled after

We found, however, that these standard p-values were often too large,

the data. Therefore, we simulated data using MLM2 with parameters
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fit to the dataset for C:N and TMG. In the simulations, we assumed

simulated datasets are rejected when β12 = 0), a greater propor-

that trait and environmental values were normally distributed among

tion of datasets for which the null hypothesis was rejected when

species and sites respectively; that all coefficients for fixed effects

β12 > 0 implies greater power. For MLM2(boot), MLM2(boot.sp)

were those from the fitted model; and that all random effects were

and MLM(glm), we performed only 19 bootstraps, although this

picked from Gaussian distributions with variances from the fitted

should not bias the results because p-values are uniformly distrib-

model. We selected MLM2 over MLM1 for the simulations, be-

uted over the interval from 0 to 1.

cause MLM2 gave a better fit than MLM1 (logLik(MLM2) = −3163.8,

All statistical and simulation analyses were performed in R ver-

logLik(MLM1) = −3196.8, (𝜒22 = 66, p ≪ 0.0001).

sion 3.3.2 (R Core Team, 2016). Example R code including a function

To dissect the consequences of different patterns in the data on

for performing the parametric bootstraps is available in Supporting

type I errors and power, we considered four simulation scenarios.

Information Appendix S1, and code for analysing the dataset with all

In scenario (i), species had the same mean abundance across sites

methods is in Supporting Information Appendix S3.

(Equation 2, σc = σa = 0) and there was no dependence on their trait
values (β2 = 0). Scenario (ii) allows species abundances to depend
on their trait values (β2 ≠ 0), whereas scenario (iii) allows variation
among species that does not depend on their trait values (σa > 0,

2.6 | Randomizations
The simulation study did not include possible correlations among

σc > 0). Finally, scenario (iv) is the full MLM2 (β2 ≠ 0, σa > 0, σc > 0).

species in their trait values (aspp[i]) and response to the environmen-

We chose these simulation scenarios to generate different types

tal variable (cspp[i]), or possible correlations among sites in the abun-

of variation among species in their abundances among sites to de-

dances of species they contain (bsite[i]). To incorporate these possible

termine what types of variation could lead to poor statistical tests

correlations, we performed two randomization schemes of the data,

of the trait–environment association. For each simulation scenario,

focusing on type I error control. These schemes involved randomiz-

we fit MLM2 to the dataset under the assumptions (i)–(iv) to obtain

ing traits among species (while preserving possible correlations

parameter values (Table 1). Due to the computation time required

among sites) and randomizing environmental variables among sites

for MLM2(glm), we simulated datasets with 20 species distributed

(while preserving possible correlations among species); 400 rand-

among 15 sites. Occasionally datasets were produced where one or

omizations were performed. These are the same randomizations as

more species did not occur in any sites; when this happened, we set

used for the permutation tests of the weighted correlations (Peres-

an abundance of 1 (out of 100) in the site that had the highest pre-

Neto et al., 2017).

dicted probability of containing that species.
For each simulation dataset, we applied 11 methods (CWMr,
MLM1(Wald),

MLM2(Wald),

MLM2(boot),

MLM2(boot.sp),

MLM2(glm), CWMc, wCWMc, SNCc, wSNCc, FCCc) and recorded the proportion of simulated datasets for which the null

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | Dataset

hypothesis (no trait–environment association) was rejected at the

For the Siskiyou Mountains dataset, tests of association between

alpha-significance level of 0.05. Type I errors are given for the

the trait (C:N ratio) and environmental factor (TMG) using CWMr

case in which β12 is set to 0 when simulating the data. To inves-

was highly significant (p = 0.0018; Table 2). In contrast, of the

tigate the statistical power of the methods, we set β12 = 0, 0.2,

weighted correlations only SNCc was marginally significant. MLM1

…, 1.4; provided type I error control is adequate (i.e., 5% of the
TA B L E 1 Summary of MLM2 (Equations 1 and 2) regressing
species abundances on carbon-to-nitrogen ratio (CN) and the
topographic moisture gradient (TMG)
Fixed effects

Coefficient

SE

z-value

p-value
(Wald)

(Intercept)

−7.438

0.327

−22.741

<0.001***

TMG

−0.694

0.173

−4.009

<0.001***

CN

1.083

0.308

3.513

<0.001***

TMG:CN

0.226

0.133

1.704

0.088

TA B L E 2 p-values for tests of whether a trait (C:N ratio) predicts
species abundances along an environmental gradient (TMG) for 11
statistical methods
Method

p-value

CWMr

0.0018

CWMc

0.14

wCWMc

0.13

SNCc

0.046

wSNCc

0.059

FCCc

0.059

Random effects

Variance

MLM1(Wald)

0.47

obs (Intercept)

6.371

MLM2(Wald)

0.088

species (Intercept)

6.233

MLM2(boot)

0.0125

TMG

0.625

MLM2(boot.sp)

0.12

site (Intercept)
***p < 0.001.

0.540

MLM2(glm)
p-values < 0.05 are bolded.

0.27
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it was not. MLM2(glm) also had inflated type I errors, which is con-

and MLM2 did not give significant associations, except for the case
of MLM2(boot). These contrasting results among methods raise the

sistent with results of Warton et al. (2017) who showed inflated type

question of which is correct. To address this, we assessed the overall

I errors when the number of species exceeds the number of sites (as
in our simulations); ter Braak et al. (2017) also show cases in which

properties of the different methods, first using simulations.

this approach gives inflated type I errors. The weighted correlation
methods had good type I error control but relatively low power.

3.2 | Power simulations

Simulation (iii) removed the affect of trait values on mean

We simulated data using MLM2 with parameter values fit to the

abundances (β 2 = 0), but added variation in species overall abun-

C:N and TMG data. Simulation (i) was the simplest, in which species

dance that is unrelated to trait values (σ a > 0) and that depends

had the same mean abundances (Equation 3, β2 = 0, σa = 0) and the

on the environment in sites (σ c > 0). In this case, CWMr and

same responses to the environment (σc = 0). In this case, no method

MLM2(glm) had inflated type I errors (Figure 1), possibly because

had inflated type I errors, and MLM2(boot) had better power than

the site-to-s ite variation in species abundances was attributed

the other methods, followed by MLM2(glm) and MLM2(boot.sp;

to environmental differences among sites, even though in the

Figure 1, case i). MLM2(Wald) had power on par with the weighted

simulations site-to-s ite variation was random. MLM1(Wald) and

correlation methods. The low power for MLM2(Wald) is the re-

MLM2(Wald) had acceptable type I error rates, and MLM2(boot)

sult of bias in the estimates of β12. As described in more detail in

had the best power. Although the weighted correlations had

Supporting Information Appendix S4, this bias only occurs in the

correct type I error rates, they had relatively low power, as did

binomial model when there is overdispersion (σ

2

e

> 0), and for non-

MLM2(boot.sp).

overdispersed or continuous data, the power of MLM2(Wald) is the

Finally, simulation (iv) most closely follows the data, with all

same as MLM2(boot).

model parameters estimated from the data using MLM2 under the

Simulation (ii) added variation in the mean abundances of species

assumption that β12 = 0. The performance of the methods was sim-

that depended on their trait values (β2 > 0). In this case, MLM1(Wald)

ilar to simulation (iii). This similarity suggests that variation among

had inflated type I errors (Figure 1), because MLM1 does not in-

species in their overall abundance (σa > 0) and trait-independent

clude a term for a possible effect of traits on the mean abundance

response to the environmental variable (σc > 0) create the greatest

of species. Therefore, if there is an effect of traits on mean abun-

challenge for the methods.

dances (Equation 2, β2 ≠ 0), the resulting variance is forced on the
environment-by-trait interaction (β12) because this is the only term in

3.3 | Randomizations

the model that contains a trait effect. In principle, this variation could
be absorbed into the random effect a for differences among species

The simulations restricted the types of possible patterns in the data

in mean abundance that do not depend on trait values, but in practice

to those specified in MLM2: the residual errors among species, and

0.6
0.4
0.0

0.2

Proportion rejected

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

CWMr
MLM1(Wald)
MLM2(Wald)
MLM2(boot)
MLM2(boot.sp)
MLM2(glm)
SNCc
wSNCc
FCCc

0.8

1.0

Simulation (ii)

0.0

Proportion rejected

1.0

Simulation (i)

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

0.0

β 12

Proportion rejected
0.6

0.8

β 12

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.0

1.2

1.4

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4

Proportion rejected

0.2

0.4

0.6

Simulation (iv)

0.0

0.2

0.4

β 12

Simulation (iii)

0.0

0.2

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
β 12

F I G U R E 1 Results from simulation
studies using MLM2 under scenarios: (i)
β2 = 0, (ii) σa = σc = 0, (iii) β2 = σa = σc = 0,
and (iv) β2 ≠ 0, σa ≠ 0, and σc ≠ 0. MLM2
was first fit to the dataset under the
four scenarios with β12 = 0. The fitted
MLM2 was then used to simulate 250
datasets at each of β12 = 0, 0.2,…, 1.4 for
20 species distributed among 15 sites.
CWMr, MLM1(Wald), MLM2(Wald),
MLM2(boot), MLM2(boot.sp), MLM2(glm),
SNCc, wSNCc, and FCCc were fit to each
simulated dataset, and the proportion
of the 250 datasets for which the null
hypothesis of no trait–environment
association was rejected is plotted for
each scenario. Results for CWMc and
wCWMc are not reported, because they
are very similar to the results for SNCc
and wSNCc respectively
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the residual errors among sites, are independent. The possibility of
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statistical tests for trait-by-environment interactions. Therefore,

nonindependence among species is the motivation for the resam-

if they appear strong, methods that account for these correla-

pling strategy used in MLM2(glm) (Brown et al., 2014; Warton et al.,

tions should be used. R code for producing figure 2 and perform-

2017) in which species abundance residuals are resampled among

ing Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests are given in Supporting Information

sites without disrupting the possible covariances among species. A

Appendix S3.

similar approach for MLM2(boot.sp) implements parametric boot-

The randomizations of the dataset are designed to preserve

straps while fixing the random-effects values for species; this leaves

the correlations among species while randomizing the trait values

the covariances among species intact when simulating residuals.

among species or randomizing the environmental variable among

The Siskiyou Mountains dataset shows greater-than-expected

sites. Note that the randomizations only change the characteristics

residual error correlations among species. Specifically, the pairwise

of species (trait randomizations) and sites (environment randomiza-

Kendall correlation coefficients between species in residual errors

tions), not their distributions. Therefore, the randomization study

ei from MLM2 (Equation 2) show much higher-than-expected val-

investigates how the nonrandom distribution of species among sites

ues, as do the Kendall correlation coefficients between site resid-

might affect the statistical detection of trait–environment associa-

uals (Figure 2). Randomizing the abundance of each species among

tions when the trait (trait randomizations) or environmental variable

sites removes the high correlations for species among sites, and

(environment randomizations) have no effect on their distributions.

greatly reduces the correlations among sites in the abundances of

In the trait randomization, CWMr had badly inflated type I errors

species they contain (Figure 2). Note, however, that randomizations

(Table 3). In contrast, all the weighted correlations had good type I

of traits among species will not change these high correlations. Plots

error control. This is because the permutation procedure they use

of the Kendall correlation coefficients between species in the re-

mirrors the two randomizations of species and sites: species are

siduals from MLM2 provide an effective way to detect correlations

permuted to obtain one p-value and sites are permuted to obtain a

among species that are not accounted for in the model. It is possible

second p-value, and the highest p-value is used for the overall test.

to test for greater-than-expected Kendall correlation coefficients

None of the model-based methods had inflated type I errors when

using a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test against their approximate distri-

trait values were randomized among species. However, several had

bution under the null hypothesis of independence; this is given by

inflated type I errors when the environmental variable was random-

the distribution of Pearson correlations and is related to a Student’s

ized among sites (Table 3). This implicates the higher-than-expected

t distribution. For the data (Figure 2), the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test

positive correlations among species (Figure 2) in driving inflated

gives p ≪ 10−10. There is, however, no way of determining diagnos-

type I errors, because these positive correlations are preserved in

tically how strong correlations among species must be to affect the

the randomizations. The inflated type I errors are particularly bad for

4

4
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3
2
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0
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4

Randomize species among sites
Species
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Probability

2
1

0

Probability

3

Sites

0

F I G U R E 2 Correlations between
residual errors from MLM2 (equations 1
and 2, ei). For each pair of species or sites,
Kendall correlation coefficients were
computed. The panels in the top row are
for the data, and the panels in the bottom
row are for an example randomization
of species (and their trait values) among
sites. The red lines give the t-distributions
that are expected under the assumption
that the residuals between species or sites
are independent. A Kolmogov–Smirnov
test showed strong statistical departures
of species and site correlations from
random (p ≪ 10−10)
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2
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TA B L E 3 Proportion of 400 randomization datasets for which
each of the 11 methods rejected the null hypothesis at a nominal
alpha level of 0.05. Proportions ≥0.07 are in boldface
Trait

Environment

in CWMr) at several sites that occur at one end of the environmental
gradient, then whatever trait value this species has will exert high
influence on the slope of CWMr. Because CWMr does not take into
account the lack of independence among CWMr values, it will ascribe greater significance to the regression slope than appropriate.

CWMr

0.405

0.040

CWMc

0.0425

0.0125

wCWMc

0.0475

0.0175

SNCc

0.02

0.035

wSNCc

0.035

0.0325

FCCc

0.0375

0.0375

of traits among species or environment values among sites (ter Braak

MLM1(Wald)

0.01

0.0575

et al., 2012) gave good type I error control under the scenarios we

MLM2(Wald)

0.0025

0.07

investigated. This comes at a cost, however, of lower power than

MLM2(boot)

0.0625

0.16

is possible with the model-based approaches (provided the models

MLM2(boot.sp)

0.0025

0.065

have good type I error control). Peres-Neto et al. (2017) used a sim-

0.13

ulation study to compare the statistical power of the five weighted

MLM2(glm)

0.0025

Type I error control was worse when the mean abundance of species
among sites varied in a way that was not associated with their trait
values (Figure 1, simulations iii and iv). This situation is likely common
in community data, arguing against using CWMr.
For the weighted correlation metrics, the dual permutation tests

correlations and found that FCCc had greater power than the others, whereas in our simulations FCCc was not superior; this could
MLM2(boot), which in the simulation study had the highest power

be because in our dataset and simulations, the number of species

(Figure 1). Type I errors were controlled by MLM2(boot.sp). This is

exceeded the number of sites (S. Dray, pers. comm.). This contrast

not a wholly satisfactory solution, however, because MLM2(boot.

illustrates that power likely varies depending on the underlying

sp) rejected too few of the trait randomizations, reflecting the lower

structure of a dataset. The same conclusion is also likely true in com-

power of MLM2(boot.sp) found in the simulations (Figure 1). The re-

paring power among model-based methods, or comparing between

sampling used in MLM2(glm) was designed to account for noninde-

weighted correlations and model-based methods. Therefore, the de-

pendence among species, although the inflated type I errors in the

tails of the comparisons among methods that we present could be

environment randomizations show that this was not successful.

different for other simulation/randomization investigations based
around other datasets. In particular, when these are strong main ef-

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

fects of trait and environmental variables weighted correlations can
give inflated type I errors (Supporting Information Appendix S6).
Of the two multilevel models, MLM2 was better than MLM1.

If there are multiple statistical methods that give different results

MLM1 (Pollock et al., 2012) exhibited inflated type I error rates when

when applied to the same dataset, a researcher might ask which one

species mean abundances across all sites were not independent of

is correct (Table 2). Unfortunately, for complicated questions such as

their trait values (Figure 1, simulation ii). Because MLM1 does not

the role of trait–environment associations in community assembly,

contain traits as fixed (or random) effects that could account for this

there is no “correct” method or “correct” result. The different meth-

variation in overall mean abundances, it attributes the variation to

ods we have considered will be sensitive to different patterns in the

the only term in the model that contains trait values, the trait-by-

data: this means that they test different hypotheses about the role of

environment interaction term.

traits in explaining the distribution of species among sites. Instead of

MLM2 (Jamil et al., 2013) accounts for traits affecting species

asking which method is correct, it is necessary to ask which method

mean abundances even if there is no trait-by-environment interac-

has the best statistical properties for data similar to the real data.

tion, yet two complications must be addressed. First, we found that

The three different statistical approaches for analysing functional

for overdispersed data, the estimates of the trait-by-environment in-

trait responses to environmental gradients—community-weighted

teraction coefficient were biased (Supporting Information Appendix

means, weighted correlations, and multilevel models—varied sub-

S4), and this reduced power of MLM2(Wald) (Figure 1). This can be

stantially in performance (Table 4). Type I error control is an essential

corrected with the parametric bootstrap, MLM2(boot). Second, lack

statistical property, because if type I errors are inflated, then a re-

of independence among species in the residual errors (Figure 2) can

searcher might conclude that a relationship is significant when in fact

inflate type I errors (Table 3, environmental randomizations). The

it is not. Community-weighted mean regression (CWMr) had poor

resampling procedure used in MLM2(glm) was designed to account

type I error control in the simulations (Figure 1); a detailed explo-

for nonindependence among species in residual errors (Brown et al.,

ration using randomizations (Supporting Information Appendix S5)

2014), although it is less successful when the number of species ex-

showed that this poor type I error control is caused because CWMr

ceeds the number of sites (Warton et al., 2017). The parametric

values are not independent among sites. This lack of independence in

bootstrap in which the random effects for species were fixed at their

CWMr values is the result of species occurring in more than one site.

estimated values, MLM2(boot.sp) did have good type I error control

If, for example, a species is common (and therefore weights heavily

despite nonrandom distributions of species with respect to each other
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TA B L E 4 Advantages and
disadvantages of the three broad
approaches to analyse trait–environment
associations in community data
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Method

Advantages

Disadvantages

Community-weighted mean
regression

1. None

1. Inflated type I error rates yield
unreliable results

Weighted correlations

1. Give correct type I
error

1. The primary information given
is only p-values

2. Simple and fast

2. Limited to simple analyses

1. Can give highest power

1. Complicated and computationally intensive

2. Give most information
about the data

2. Require diagnostics and
possibly parametric bootstraps

Model-based approaches

3. Flexible for multivariate analyses

when there was no relationship between the species abundances and

the type I error rates of weighted correlations which can be inflated

the environmental characteristics of sites (Table 3, environmental ran-

(Supporting Information Appendix S6).

domizations), although it had lower power when species distributions
were independent of their traits (Table 3, trait randomizations).
These results were derived from analyses of a single dataset and

Third, model-based methods can work very well, but their fits
to the data must be examined carefully. MLM2 generally should be
preferred over MLM1, because MLM2 contains a parameter for an

simulations based around it. The dataset is challenging, because the

effect of trait values on abundances independently of the environ-

response variable is binomial (rather than continuous) and has high

mental variable; this removes a potential source of inflated type I

overdispersion (greater-than-binomial variance), and because there

errors. The need for the additional terms in MLM2 for our dataset

are covariances among the abundances of species that are not ex-

is very apparent in routine model fitting that should be conducted

plained by trait values (Figure 2). The dataset therefore exposes the

in any statistical analysis: MLM2 fit the data much better than

difficulties that can be encountered in analyses of trait–environment

MLM1 (logLik(MLM2) = −3163.8, logLik(MLM1) = −3196.8, 𝜒22 = 66,

associations, as we have shown. Nonetheless, our results about the

p ≪ 0.0001).

magnitudes of the difficulties, or the performances of the different

Analysis of MLM2 needs to be accompanied by appropriate di-

approaches, will not necessarily generalize to all datasets. Therefore,

agnostics. If there is overdispersion in the data (the observation-

each dataset must be analysed with caution and knowledge of the

level variance is greater than zero), then a parametric bootstrap

difficulties that can be encountered.

should be considered to increase power. The residual errors must
also be checked for unexpected positive correlations among spe-

4.1 | Suggestions for practitioners
Despite the preceding caveat that each dataset must be investigated

cies (Figure 2); we present R code for doing this in Supporting
Information Appendix S3. If correlations among species are found, a
parametric bootstrap test should be performed that preserves these

cautiously in its own right, three broad generalizations are possible.

correlations, MLM2(boot.sp); we provide a function, bootMer_LRT(),

First, CWMr often showed highly inflated type I errors because

in Supporting Information Appendix S2 that performs this bootstrap.

it treats community-weighted mean trait values as independent.

Performing the randomization tests as we did in Table 3 would also

Therefore, we join Peres-Neto et al. (2017) in recommending against

help. Overall, we advise cautious and thorough analyses.

its use. We suggest that practitioners who wish to continue using

After all our analyses of the Siskiyou Mountains dataset, is there

community-weighted means perform the permutation tests sug-

a C:N-TMG association? Most likely not. In Table 2, two approaches

gested by ter Braak et al. (2012); in other words, use CWMc rather

that gave “significant” results, CWMr and MLM2(boot), were shown

than CWMr.

to have inflated type I errors. SNCc showed a barely significant as-

Second, all weighted correlations showed good type I error

sociation (p = 0.046), but it would be cherry picking to rely on this

control under all of the situations we examined and therefore rep-

result. With all of our focus on p-values, however, we have ignored

resent safe analyses. If the goal is only to identify strong trait–en-

maybe the most important conclusion from the data. MLM2 shows

vironment associations in a dataset, weighted correlations are an

that there is a very strong negative main effect of TMG on abundance

excellent choice. A limitation is only being able to test simple trait-

(−0.69, Table 1), and a very strong positive main effect of C:N (1.08).

by-environment associations. Also, they do not give a fitted model

Furthermore, the trait-by-environment interaction (0.23), whether it

that can be used to explore the data. For example, fitting MLM2 to

is significant or not, is not strong enough to change the sign of these

the dataset (Table 1) showed strong negative effects of species C:N

main effects. Our original hypothesis was that C:N ratios should have

values on species abundances, and strong positive effects of site

the greatest positive effects on species abundances in dry sites with

TMG values, which is information not given by weighted correlation

high TMG scores. The analyses do not give convincing statistical

approaches. Furthermore, a fitted model can be used to confirm

support for this. Nonetheless, they do show that C:N ratios have a
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positive effect on species abundances regardless of TMG scores, and
TMG has a negative effect on species abundances regardless of C:N
ratios. This biological conclusion is a useful result from a model-based
approach (MLM2) regardless of whether the trait-by-environment interaction is significant, illustrating how model-based approaches can
be more informative than alternative methods.
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